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The more than 500 regional and local labour market observatories (LMOs) across Europe constitute 

important nodes in regional and local networks: they deliver high-quality and objective information 

for all decision-makers, help with data interpretation if needed, support the development of political 

concepts as well as advise local politicians and the VET system. Meanwhile, the representatives of 

the LMOs act also as (neutral) moderators in the development of regional and local strategies. This 

enables them to give important impulses in local and regional development processes. These 

multiple functions have not been planned in the implementation of most LMOs – rather, they have 

evolved over the years as a reaction to external requirements/internal developments and have been 

highly integrated in the routines of the LMOs.  

Since 2007, the European Network on Regional Labour Market Monitoring (EN RLMM) brings 

together regional and local LMOs. Also the stakeholders in research and consulting, which develop, 

advise and implement these LMOs are involved. Through regular exchange in the framework of 

Annual Meetings it is possible to trace the changing functions of regional and local LMOs since 2007 

(presentation/view):  

 In 2007, almost all LMOs were exclusively cocerned with generating data and making it 

availabe to users. At the core of their data stocks were structural data from public sources. 

These were often complemented by primary data, which allowed more in-depth insights into 

sectors, occupations or specific target groups of labour market politics. At this point, mainly 

persons with statistical competences and experience in empirical research were employed at 

the observatories.  

 From 2008 to 2009, theLMOs increasingly focused on data users. It was explored who the 

users were, which data they needed and which formats were received best. This orientation 

was essentially supported by innovations in the area of ICT (interactive features of Web 2.0), 

which enabled an easy communication with the users. Through the increased orientation 

towards the users, the LMOs’ perspectives in regard to their function changed slowly. 

 In the recent socio-economic crisis, it became increasingly clear that many LMOs had gone 

through a conceptual switch. Now, they mostly generated data which matched directly the 

information needs of their (potential) users. With this step, the change from supply-oriented 

information provision to demand-led information provision was accomplished. This change 

was essentially supported through increased evidence-based policy-making on the regional 

and local level towards the end of the crisis. Connected to that, needs for support with data 

interpretation and local strategy development evolved. Since especially on the local level no 

(affordable) provider of such services existed, many LMOs increasingly used this new 

opportunity by offering such support services as an explicit part of their portfolio. A futher 

facilitating prerequisite for their stronger involvement was the perception of their role as 

“neutral, objective“ actors. Furthermore, the extension of their functions was fostered 

through increasing budget cuts in the public domain and the resulting need for increased 

local collaboration. In this context, the LMOs could assume the role of moderators in these 

collaboration processes which were and still are often influenced by divergent interests. 

At the Annual Meeting of the Network, these processes were described. On the basis of the good 

practice examples in the Anthology it was discussed which essential push and pull factors lead to 

http://www.iwak-frankfurt.de/documents/1_AM2013_Shifting_Roles_Presentation_Larsen.pdf
http://www.wp10583783.server-he.de/ENRLMM/AM_Changing_Roles.avi
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shifting roles. The shift has not taken place in all LMOs and as a result, some stagnate. Especially in 

those cases the analysis of the central change factors can help to carry forward the process of 

shifting roles and functions.  

1. Drivers for Shifting Roles and Functions 

General trends like decentralisation, Europeanisation and the impact of new governance models as 

well as greater autonomy of regions and localities work in the sense of pull factors. They necessitate 

coordinated political action and the information provided by regional and local LMOs is at its core. 

The necessity of such a transparency stabilises and legitimates the existence of the LMOs. 

Furthermore, other general developments should be mentioned, which influence the internal 

development paths of the LMOs and take effect as push factors in the role shifts. In particular, it is 

the growing expertise of the employees in the LMOs which is obtained through broader experience 

in relation to data and user groups. The expertise refers above all to the statistical and 

communicative competences. However, as a result of the development of statistical tools, further 

improvement of expertise is also needed in this domain. However, these general factors only lead to 

a shift in the roles under specific regional or local conditions.Without them, the above mentioned 

general trends do not bring about any changes. 

There are two kinds of regional and local conditions: firstly, these are the framework conditions in 

the locality. Secondly, they include the self-image or identity of the LMOs. Both of them can trigger 

the change. The framework conditions in the locality become obvious in the organisational 

embeddedness of LMOs. Here the positioning in the structure of the public employment services 

(PES) has to be distinguished from the placement of the LMOs in the municipalities, regional 

governments, universities and the like. The organisational embeddedness has a fundamental effect 

on the possible functions: if an LMO is embedded in the PES structure, its topics and behavior are 

governed in a top-down manner. This means that the adaptation of regional and local relations does 

not affect the structure. The LMOs in the PES structure can only change their functions successfully if 

they succeed in incoprorating regional and/or local stakeholders in the decision-making process. Only 

if this leads to an identification with the observatory, a change can take place. Consulting or 

accompanying functions of local stakeholders in management boards are not strong enough an 

incentive for the change of roles. A further challenge in the LMOs is constituted by the fact that 

culturally they cannot be attributed to the corporate world. If the LMOs manage to establish strong 

strategic ties with other regional stakeholders who have a high acceptance among businesses (trade 

associations, chambers of commerce, consultancies) for their role in the policy support and 

consultancy processes, their functions can shift. If the representation of PES does not have enough 

autonomy or does not have enough ressources for change processes, this can pose a limitation to the 

change of functions. The essential advantage of their embeddedness in the PES structure is a high 

institutional stability.   

In comparison, the embeddedness in the structures of regional or local goverments provides less 

stability in many cases, since the existence of the LMOs is strongly coupled to the political will to 

pursue evidence-based policy-making. In this context, stability can be generated by avoiding 

dependency solely on the regional or local level. For example, topics, tasks or finances could be 
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connected by or to higher territorial levels. However, also here the change of roles can only be 

successful if interest groups from the region or locality can have a say in the topics and focus of the 

LMOs. Good practice examples show that an involvement of regional and local stakeholders already 

in the process of setting up an LMO creates a high level of identification and a solid basis for its use. 

This triggers further needs which can be covered through changed functions of the LMO.  

In this process it is important that the LMOs build up a credibility. It is also favourable for a change of 

functions if there is a high pressure for political action in the locality. Moreover, change is often 

necessitated ina  situation where the decision-makers have little labour market expertise, which is 

the case in many rural regions. Moreover, also those LMOs that are in competition with other data 

providers display a quick shift of roles. Only through this specialisation they can develop unique 

characteristics and acquire a competitive advantage. Besides the organisational embeddedness 

especially the self-image of the LMOs can accelerate or hinder change. If the LMOs see their role in 

being service providers for regional and local organisations and stakeholders in terms of support, 

they are open towards users, are communicative and can swiftly carry out the change. In contrast, in 

the LMOs that are predominantly incorporated in universities or display a strong orientation towards 

research, models and methods rather than communication play an important role, because they 

focus seldom on the users. Most of these LMOs retain the function of a data provider.  

At the Annual Meeting, two examples for different embeddedness structures and their significance 

for the change or roles were presented. These were the cases of the LMO of the Basque Public 

Employment Services Lanbide (presentation/view) and the LMO for health professions of the 

regional government of Rhineland-Palatinate in Germany (presentation/view) (view discussion).  

2. Shift in Competences and Professional Development 

The change of functions and roles enables the LMOs and also their employees to increase their 

involvement in the process of policy design. Therefore, LMO representatives have to communicate 

more and build up cooperations with third parties. Moreover, they have to moderate joint processes 

of data/situation interpretation and adjust processes involving strongly divergent interests. In 

addition to that, they take on a consulting function in regard to informing users about suitable 

information and data sources. Next to continuous updating of professional qualifications, futher 

competences in the area of relational capacities are necessary. In particular, LMO representatives 

need to understand the processes of interpretation and strategy development as well as different 

roles in these interactions. They have to grasp what their own neutral role could be and how it is 

possible to maintain this role. In addition, they need to be able to change perspectives in order to 

understand the interests of other stakeholders ensuring the compatibility of the presented 

information. Furthermore, it is important to know how stakeholders can be motivated and 

cooperations initiated. This requires knowledge about the steering of processes, participation and 

learning as well as related competences. Moreover, competences are necessary in order to processs 

information with a specific target group orientation and to communicate it accordingly. In most 

observatories, these competences will be acquired through learning by doing as the change of roles 

was not an intended process in most cases – rather, it was a reaction to external requirements. 

Moreover, most LMOs have extremely limited financial resources and very little time, so that no 

http://www.iwak-frankfurt.de/documents/4_AM_2013_Trends_Information_Systems_Ramos.pdf
http://www.wp10583783.server-he.de/ENRLMM/AM_GoodPracticeI.avi
http://www.iwak-frankfurt.de/documents/5_AM2013_Branch_Monitoring_Health_Elderly_Care_Professions_Bartelmes.pdf
http://www.wp10583783.server-he.de/ENRLMM/AM_GoodPracticeII.avi
http://www.wp10583783.server-he.de/ENRLMM/AM_GoodPractice_Discussion.avi
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targeted continuous learning or coaching can be implemented. Therefore, already today we can 

observe suboptimal development in the professionalisation process. Several LMOs have been trying 

to use targeted acquisition of new personnel from the corporate world or consultancies when 

replacing their employees. The aim of such decisions is to open up new fields of competence. 

However, it is often difficult to have enough resources and competences for the core business of 

data analysis. In addition, difficulties arise if employees head for different goals: statisticians towards 

analysis results and moderators towards successful communication and mediation processes. Also 

this can lead to internal conflicts in the LMOs. Against this background, the French example should 

be mentioned. Here, systematic effors and activities were undertaken in order to not only update 

data-related competences, but also to develop social competences of all LMO employees. Besides 

moderation skills, knowledge of the steering of regional and local development processes and project 

management skills were imparted. The experiences have shown that moderation competences are 

highly relevant and in comparison consulting competences are not in such high demand.  

It was suggested to explore if it would be possible to create a targeted offer for the Network 

members, possibly before the European Day or after the Annual Meeting. As such training would be 

conceptualised as a pilot project, it would make sense to acquire the support through European 

Commission (DG Employment or Education) or Cedefop. The prior experience from France should be 

most certainly taken into account.  

3. Support Needed 

The EN RLMM can support the changing of roles by developing and testing a pilot training as well as 

finding a financing for it (view discussion). In this context, following activities are seen as supportive 

of the change of functions and should therefore be maintained or extended: 

 At the Annual Meetings and in the Anthology, the topic of changing functions should be 

addressed regulary.  

 Further good practice examples illustrating the change processes will be collected and 

made available through the homepage of the Network. The Coordination and 

Management of the Network will check if this is possible.  

 Moreover, the Network members and further members of regional and local LMOs who 

are concerned with the changing functions and the associated changes of their own roles 

should be able to exchange ideas and experiences with other Network members – possibly 

on the subject of specific challenges. This will happen through the Network website. This 

means that also those who are not yet members of EN RLMM can have access to its 

expertise. To that end, it is possible to use the communcation channels already in place 

such as the Network website and Facebook. The Network Manager will try to find a 

moderator for these activities.  

 The Network should continue increasing the visibility of regional and local LMOs on the 

European level with organisations such as the European Commission and Cedefop, but 

also the OECD. This will help to draw attention to the important work of the LMOs on the 

European level and underline their role as relevant framers of regional and local 

development processes. 

http://www.wp10583783.server-he.de/ENRLMM/AM_Working_Groups_Discussion.avi
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Also other organisations on the European level can support the LMOs through considering the 

insights from the Network as well as through financial support.  

 European Commission could provide funding for the pilot qualification of LMO 

representatives (accessibility of Progress and ESPON). In addition, it would support the better 

use of ESF funding for technical help for the work of the LMOs. Support for a stabile 

association with the PES Network would be expedient.  

 Members of European Parliament can profit from the information generated by the LMOs in 

their electorates. Hence, they could support the visibility and financing of regional and local 

LMOs.  

 European Economic and Social Committee can support the visibility of the EN RLMM and the 

dissemination of the insights from the Network.  

 Cedefop could use the insights from the EN RLMM discussions and support the projects of 

the Network. Also in regard to the development of relevant trainings, LMO representatives a 

close cooperation with Cedefop would be expedient. 

 OECD Leed Programme focuses on similar topics as the EN RLMM. A professional exchange 

and joint developments could be beneficial for both sides.  

The Coordinator and the Scientific Committee of the Network will start an exchange with the above-

mentioned organisations in order to explore possible forms of collaboration. 

4. Lessons learnt 

Essentially, the success of the shifting of roles and functions depends of the local factors. 

Consequently, besides the objective ressources also the soft factors such as identity or self-image 

play an important role. This means that if regional and local stakeholders identify with the 

monitoring, presuming that they have a say in programmatic issues, the expansion of roles is 

substantial and sustainable. Different examples have shown that contextualisation is key for the 

advanced role of the LMOs.  

The discussions on the changing roles have shown that the neutrality of the LMOs is crucial to 

perpetuating their success. In order to ensure these often difficult interactions with regional and 

local stakehoders, specific competences are needed. LMO representatives often lack these 

competences. It should be explored if the Network could develop and test such a pilot qualification. 

However, this can only be successful if financial support can be acquired from the European 

Commission, Cedefop or other European organisations.  

Moreover, there is a clear need for further good practice examples for tracking and illustrating the 

change of roles. In the network, further examples will be explored. If these can be reviewed and 

made available depends on finding financial support. In order to ensure a basic and continuous 

support of all Network members who have observed or accompanied the changes in the LMOs, the 

forums of the Network should be re-activated.  
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Excursus: Examples for Diverse Functions and Changing Roles 

 The Labour Market Observatory of the European Economic and Social Committeealso 

carries out functions beyond pure data provision by initiating discourses 

(presentation/view).  

 The representative of European Commission, DG Employment sketched out future scenarios 

and seeks a discourse with the professional audience(presentation/view). 

5. Planning for 2013-2014 

Until the next Annual Meeting, the activities in the Network will concentrate on the stipulated points. 

Moreover, the focus will be on the topic of sustainability of employment whereby retention will play 

an important role. This will be explored from the perspective of regions, businesses and employees. 

The second thematic strand will concentrate on qualifications and employment in green economy. 

The Network members will exchange ideas on both topics, publish an Anthology and prepare the 

next Annual Meeting in Frankfurt.  
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